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Grade LA – Mar. 18

Good morning!
Review: Advertising Techniques
Practice: With your assigned group, come up with a specific product within your
assigned category. Please respect everyone in the group and decide on your product in
a way that is fair. Once decided, choose which persuasive technique you’ll each use
(no duplicates). Once decided, design a one-page advertisement. The ad can be drawn
on paper, or designed digitally. Be sure to include images, “hook” words and phrases,
and persuasive text. Also be mindful of drawing people’s eyes, so text and images
shouldn’t all be the same size. Scan this QR code with some common tips for the best
advertisement layouts.
When Done: Hang your advertisement on the whiteboard. Circulate and
try and guess which advertising technique each person used. Write the
technique under their ad. Any time you have left can be spent on my blog.
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Grade Math – Mar. 18

Good morning!
Announcements: Math to Me and Learning Style Inventory
Review: Spreadsheet Shortcuts and Measures of Variation (Quartiles and
the IQR)
Practice: Complete the Math to Me and Learning Style Inventory. Be as
honest as you can. Once both are complete, finish 9.4 Practice A/B. Feel
free to use your spreadsheet skills to make the work easier.
When Done: Check and fix. Then Landmark Shark!
Homework: Clever 9.4
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Grade LA – Mar. 18

Good afternoon!
Review: Code Talker
Practice: If you didn’t on Friday, find a partner and take turns sharing
the words you learned from the list I provided. Also, share the answers
you came up with for the two questions I gave you. After each sharing,
leave time for partners to respond with an opinion, question, or
piggyback to your ideas.
When Done: Once everyone’s done sharing, finish the book (vocab and
questions are in Google Classroom).
Homework: Finish the book and write notes down about your responses
to the vocab and questions. Due THIS Friday, March 22.

